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Notes from

North of the
Border

By
Harold Don A n

Look Here:
Here's Some
Far-out items

To THE "WORLD PAPER" ENTHUSIAST OR TO THE
NOTE collector with even marginal international involvement, the
acronym "NIP" on dealer stock or auction listings may argue for a clos-

er look.
Now, NIP reads out as "Not In Pick," you realize, alluding to Albert

Pick world paper "standard catalogues" currently made available by Krause
Publications. NIP status can reflect three quite distinct situations, however.
That being the case, its most useful function may be to call attention to what
could prove, for whichever reason, a distinctly interesting note.

Such an item may be an "oldie but goodie," scarce enough never to have
been listed -- everyone's hope, of course, but relatively infrequently the case.
The note, on the other hand, may be so new an issue that there has not been
time to list it -- NYIP (Not Yet in Pick) would be the designation that I think I'd
prefer. "Beyond the scope of a standard catalogue" is the third, and most inter-
esting possible meaning, and could refer to merchant scrip, school or business
college currency, discount coupons . . . and to a range of political, advertising,
and souvenir items somehow resembling paper money in purpose or design.

Not always appreciated when first released, "notes" of these latter types
would seem to have a way of "improving" -- increasing in collector desirability --
with time. You'll have to work work to find the full story of an otherwise for-
gotten patent medicine, an election item, or a town's centennial scrip, but such
effort is well rewarded by having a distinctive item of enhanced interest ... and a
good story to tell.

"Pass the buck before it's worthless." The 61-cent "Fuddle-Duddle
Dollar recognizing charismatic, often controversial Canadian prime minister
Pierre Elliot Trudeau (depicted wearing laurels) attests to how quickly a genera-
tion -- three decades -- can slip by. Alluding to "the Bankrupter of Canada," the
Progressive Conservative ("official opposition") item tellingly contrasts a "100-
cent" 1967 Canadian dollar with a 1974 counterpart which it rates at 61 cents.
"This dollar would shrink even smaller under another Trudeau government,"
the "note" asserts.
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Advertising items may cry out for attention by mimicking the "look" of
real money, "Am I keeping you up?" A patent medicine of the World War II era
-- "Wake-Ups, stimulating tablets" -- proclaims its message graphically, in a
format recalling the Bank of Canada 1937-dated $1 bill.

A telemarketer "recruiting campaign" captures the "look" of more
recent Bank of Canada "bird-back" releases, but on a now nonexistent "500"
denomination. Distribution? Stacks of such "bills" were left by pay telephones.
The prospective telemarketer was provided with, the Montreal number to call.
Tolerance of such "monetary advertising" varies from country to country, but
in Canada these two evidently "got by" and this unlikely "500" still may be
around to make its pitch.

A mid-Victorian classic, a "British American Commercial College
Bank" $10 -- pre-Confederation provincial dollars, if one observes the
"Toronto, C[anadal W[estl domiciling -- well captures the likeness of circa
1860 "Canadian paper " but (one senses) is for training purposes, for prospec-
tive employees who would work "on cash." Such "notes" long have been favor-
ably regarded by collectors, and some have quite a story to tell.
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The "EOS Funny Money" may have the look of something run off by a
grade-school teacher, for in-class instructional use. Trust me, it most decidedly is
not. EH, when I chanced upon it 20 years ago, was a food cooperative, student-
staffed, in an Atlantic Canada college town. Wages would -- or could -- he in EOS
scrip, spendable at the store. This color-coded "10" (not as crude as it may appear)
represents $10. Tax people tend to take interest in such schemes. In any event,
when I returned a year or two later, current staff had no recollection of such
"notes."
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Then there's Canadian Tire "money" . . . one of several merchant "loyal-
ty" scrips of the 1950s and 1960s -- the trading stamp era -- the one such scrip that
survived and has grown beyond all bounds. Given as a percentage on cash purchas-
es, the distinctive, engraved "money" (5 cent to $2 values are current) is
redeemable on subsequent purchases, and has an incredible collector following.
Four decades, about thirty series, signatures, replacement notes" . . . you name it.
Even the illustrated 5 cents is something of a conversation piece: the "S" prefix is
inverted, you'll observe.

Pick listings, I'd say, are less restrictive than they first may appear. Military
and occupation issues, "visitor" exchange certificates, even "specimens" and such,
produced or used to market to collectors, successfully vie for catalogue status.
However (and this we underscore) there are fine collectibles, fun research possibili-
ties, and abundant good fellowship, in the "far out" paper areas that we've here
exemplified . . . all of them "Not in Pick." v

Letter
to the
Editor

Hello Fred,
My copies of the March/April issue came last week. Thank you for putting so many articles

in an issue. It gives me hope that I'll see the end of this project! I did see one error, and in checking
through everything, it must have somehow come in the electronic transmission of the article in ways
I don't understand. In the article on Anna M. Stentz National Bank President, her surname was mis-
spelled at several places in the article Thanks, Karl Kabelac
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